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Edgar Talks On
Conspiracies
By Bill Marshall

i
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sjaj Wan-en Commission Report and persistent conspiracy theories, reaffirmed

News Editor

Three bullets from Lee Harvey
Oswald's rifle killed President John F.
Kennedy, said former Democrat congressman and Kennedy assassination
expert Robert Edgar in his recent talk
at CSUSB. Edgar also affirmed his belief that the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. died at the hands of a single shooter,
but that the killer was part of a conspiracy
Edgar, a member of the 1976
House Select Committee on
Assassinations which probed the

his committee's findings before a packed
house in his Monday, November 22 talk
at the Events Center.
The House Select Committee originally
supported
the
Warren
Commission's verdict that Kennedy was
not the victim of a broad criminal conspiracy, and Edgar still supports that
position. They found that Lee Harvey
Oswald, the man arrested in Dallas on
the day of the shooting who was later
shot to death by nightclub owner and

slayings in the wake of the controver-

^ Edgar continued on
page 14

Protest Halts WTO Meeting in Seattle
By Bill Marshall
News Editor

A crowd numbering at least
50,000 clogged the streets of Se
attle Tuesday as protesters and
spectators poured into downtown
for demonstrations aimed at the
controversial World Trade Orga
nization (WTO). The protests
have been called the largest since
the Vietnam era.
Nearly 6000 protestors man
aged to surround the Washington
State Convention Center and suc
cessfully deny WTO officials ac
cess to the Paramount Theatre,

where opening ceremonies for the
WTO's Third Ministerial Confer
ence were to take place.
"Nothing is going to go on
downtown today...it's not a normal
day," said demonstrator Dwayne
Davis of Port Townsend, Washing
ton about protestor's efforts to shut
down the WTO conference.
By 9:30 that morning, protestors
had set up human chains blocking
all entrances to the convention cen
ter. The protests caused the can
cellation of meetings scheduled for
10:00 a.m. that day. City streets
were blocked for hours by crowds
of angry demonstrators, causing

traffic jams and trapping many
non-protesters "behind the lines."
Police responded with tear-gas
and pepper spray in attempts to
move the human chains.that
blocked WTO delegates' entry to
the Paramount Theatre and to clear
the streets.
There have been scattered re
ports of violence, with some pro
testors attacking a police car after
an officer allegedly waded into a
crowd swinging his baton. Also,
an altercation erupted between a
group of demonstrators and some
youths bent on looting businesses
when the demonstrators tried to

stop the looters from stealing.
It appears, however, that the vast
majority of demonstrators and po
lice officers kept their cool during
the potentially dangerous protest.
"The police have been unusually
tolerant," commented one pro
tester.
Most of the demonstrators appcM^ to be members or supporters
of environmental groups such as
Greenpeace and Earth First!.
These groups oppose the WTO
because they feel that laws protect
ing vital environmental resources
will be weakened, allowing gross
exploitation and destruction.

A View of the Texas
A&M IVagedy from an
former Aggie
...page 4

CSU's new Remedial
Education plan
...page 2

X'Mas Fest '99
...page 8

Another point of protest, one
that brought out 25,000 members
of the AFL-CIO labor union, is that
the WTO is seen by labor interests
to threaten domestic jobs by en
couraging firms to use cheap, un
regulated foreign labor to produce
goods at a higher profit. These
concerns are echoes of the argu
ment over the North American
Free Trade Agreement, or NAFTA.
Whatever the motives for an
individual protester, it is clear that
the demonstrations will continue in
Seattle, and that the controversy
over the WTO will not die anytime
soon.
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SIB Club Reinstated
UTOPIA
at Gal State
Student Union Corner

By Michelle Wheeler
Production Assistant

The Student International Busi
ness Club at CSUSB is making a
comeback. Asof November 1st the
club has reformed, with 24 mem
bers. The first club was established
years ago, but slowly vanished from
this campus. The club is designed
to assist students in the International
Business major.
It was created because of the lack
of information and support for this

particular major
There is no charge to join the
club unlike most clubs on this
campus. They also do not have
mandatory meetings because
most of their communication is
done on the Internet. The club
has also set up a message board
for students to ask questions. Stu
dents can talk to different com
panies around the world and ilnd
jobs in their field that are local or
out of the country. This message
is
located
at
board
www.www.messages.com

Next Quarter the club plans on
having a web page which students
can visit and use to look up infor
mation. They also want to link
with other campuses in the coun
try and over seas. To be a mem
ber you must apply through their
e-mail address, which is
ibc.csusb@hotmail.com. There is
a meeting planned for January 14
at 6:00pm. It is highly recom
mended students attend as they are
planning on selecting officers. For
more information, e-mail them, or
call them at 909/880-5795.

CSU Buckles Down on
Remedial Education
Seven Percent Disenrolled Until Ready
By Katherina Seigworth
Executive Editor

CSU has a new policy which will
crack down on students in need of
remedial education in math and
English. While this new policy may
seem rather harsh to some people,
it will help cut down on the extra
classes that are needed every quar
ter just to get students ready to take
the regular classes which are needed
to take to fulfill their general edu
cation requirements.
This was the first report ever com
piled on first-year remediation rates
at CSU campus. In the fall of 1998,
54 percent of entering CSU fresh
men needed remediation in math
and 47 percent needed it in English.
Last year these students were in
formed that they needed to show
proficiency before their sophomore
year or face disenrollment.
About 79 percent of the freshmen
who need rem^ial education be
came proficient in English and
mathematics prior to their sopho

more year, according to a report
given to the Trustees by David
Spence, executive vice chancel
lor and chief academic officer. Of
the remaining 21 percent 7 per
cent were granted temporary ac
ceptation on a case-by-case ba
sis, 7 percent were asked to seek
assistance at a community col
lege before returning to the CSU
another 7 percent left the CSU
system for other reasons.
The Trustees were quite
pleased with the results. "This is
one of the most exciting reports
I've seen in all my years on the
Board. I applaud the presidents.
Californians can feel very proud
of this, " said Trustee Denny
Campbell.
"This is great news for CSU,
for the state and for the students
themselves," said CSU ChancellorCharlesB.Reed. "We are still
working very hard with the high
schools to see that these students
are ready for college when they
graduate, but if they are not, it is
essential for them to get this as
sistance as soon as possible.

Once they get the basics down,
they can dedicate more quality
time to getting their degrees."
CSU's goal is to go beyond
the limits that the Master Plan of
Higher Education sets. They call
for CSU to accept the top third of
all high school graduates. These
students are the ones that have at
least an equivalent of a B average
and have completed four years of
high school English and three
years of mathematics. The CSU
system has allocated $9 million to
campuses to help with the reme
dial education. The campuses will
provide CSU student tutors to
work with the high school students
in order to strengthen their Basic
English and mathematics profi
ciency skills. They will also pro
vide in-service training for teach
ers to help them align with CSU
and their high school standards.
The campuses will also help the
schools develop English and
mathematics teaching methods
which are more effective and help
them administer and interpret di
agnostic testing.
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Dyslexia
Workshop
By Bill Marshall

By Mindy C. Stevenson
Chronicle Staff Writer

"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of re
ligion, or prohibiting the free ex
ercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people peace
ably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of
Grievances."
Amendment I to the constitu
tion of the United States.
Over the past couple of weeks I
have received many forms of criticism regarding my column
"Voices From the Village." My
intention is not to hurt anyone or
make the Village look bad. As a
reporter my job is to report on the
truth. Note the title of my column

Voices from the Village." Students
come to me with their concerns and
1 am their vehicle or "voice"
through the articles I write. It is
not my responsibility to only write
about good things, it is my respon
sibility to write the truth. If more
than one student tells me that there
is a problem with noise and I ask
other students from other halls
about it and they confirm this prob
lem, it deserves coverage in the
Chronicle. No students have come
to me yet with any "good news"
or even positive comments of any
kind concerning residence life.
However, if you note my column
in the October 28 issue you will
see that it is all about Battle of the
halls and fun upcoming events,
doesn't this qualify as good news,
which makes the village look
good?
Another thing I have been ac
cused of is inserting my own opin

ion on these issues. This is not true.
I am not expressing my views; I am
expressing the views of the stu
dents who live in the Village. The
article that I was most criticized for
putting my own views in was the
in the November 4 issue of the
Chronicle, if you didn't notice the
column did appear on the opinions
page. My only mistake may have
been agreeing in the column with
the students I had talked to.
In response to Phil Shahbaz's
letter, which greatly upset me, I
would like to say a few things. First
of all he stated "Stevenson also
claims that..." But I did not "claim"
anything! I wrote about the issues
the students came to me with it was
not my "claim" if it was anyone's
"claim" it was that of the students
who brought the issue to my atten
tion. Shahbbaz also stated that I
wrote about two main themes,
noise and drinking both of which

News Briefs
By Cutler Fetherston
Chronicle Staff Writter

Free Global News
Service for Students
Students and faculty in In
ternational Affairs have a fan
tastic new resource: UN Wire,
a free online news service
covering the United Nations
and global affairs. Monday
through Friday the UN Wire
. will provide a daily summary
of key news and events from
hundreds of sources around
the world.
The news summary will
provide links to the full texts
of these articles, as well as
additional sources of informa
tion. Topics covered include:
war and peace, human rights,
population, health, the envi
ronment and the United Na
tions itself. The UN Wire also
features a searchable archive
for researching events, trends,
facts, figures and quotes.
. "The UN is needed now
more than ever to address the
major challenges we face in
the next century," said Timo

thy E. Worth, President of the
United Nations Foundation. "En
vironmental degradation, human
rights, the spread of disease such
as HIV/AIDS and global coopera
tion are all subjects that the UN is
working hard to address. We hope
that students across the country
will use this free news service to
become better educated about
these issues."
UN Wire is available free online at
http://www.unfoundation.org.

More Scholarship for
Ethnic Students
Recently The LaOrant Foundation of Los Angeles announced the
donations of $15,000 from Nissan
North America, Inc. and $10,000

from the Bank of America
Foundation. These are the
two largest contributions
made to the ethnic minority
scholarship foundation to
date.
"I am extremely enthusias
tic that the Nissan North
America, Inc. and Bank of
America Foundation have
chosen to continue to support
us with their significant con
tributions," said the founder/
president of The LaOrant
Foundation, Mr.Kim L.
Hunter.
The mission of The
LaOrant Foundation is to in
crease the number of ethnic
minorities in the fields of
communications and busi
ness. The Foundation pro
vides mentors to students, ca
reer advisement, internships
and educational support to its
scholarship recipients. Both
the Bank of America Founda
tion and Nissan North
America, Inc. say they are
glad to help the Foundation
build on it's success and con
tinue to provide educational
support to those who need iL

• News Editor

aren't tolerated on this campus and
go against the rules in the hand
book. This is true, but the hand
book can not enforce these rules.
Simply because it says something
on paper does not mean it is done
in real life. Take for example free
dom of the press. I tried to exer
cise it and got criticized and called
an irresponsible journalist by
Frank Rincon for it.
I have a suggestion for those of
you in the administration and who
feel my "negative" articles are
somehow detrimental in any way
to Serrano Village or the school as
a whole. Fix the problems so there
will be nothing to complain about,
you are the ones with the author
ity to do so, not me, I only have
the authority to bring to light the
problems you have successfully
ignored.

Dr. Levine, Professor of Pe
diatrics at the University of
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
will be giving a workshop on
the "phenomenological ap
proach" to coping with
children's learning disorders.
Registration for the January
26 and 27workshop starts at
7:30 a.m. at the Marriot and,
until January 11, costs $90.00
for the first day and $155.00 for
both. Adiscountof$15.00will
be offered to those who sign up
as a pair. After January 11, the
price will rise by $15.00 for one
day and $20.00 for both.
For further information re
garding this workshop, spon
sored by the Inland Empire
Branch of the International
Dyslexia Association and the
Special Education Region 10
Coordinating Council, call
(909) 686-9873, or visit this
website: www.dyslexia-ca.org

Alpha Phi
Congratulations
on your
Initiation of Twelve
beautiful young women
On
November 20,1999
Alpha Zeta class you are the future of
Alpha Phi success.
AEO baby

Isabell Alba
Jennifer Ast
Heather Contreras
Patricia Cunningham
Sarah De Hooh
Devyn Grable
Robin Guerra
Erin Harris
Michelle Schelhorn
Janice M
Shianna Wilson
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Texas A&M Students Pull Together

EDUCATION JOB FAIR
ATCSUSB

More than 80 School Districts
times that the Aggies are closest. energy, and life, yes life, that it was and it seemed like the
Aggie
spirit
would
not
pre
hard
to
believe
that
it
was
a
fu
from Southern and Northern
The night after the collapse, the
vail
as
A&M
still
trailed
neral..
University held a candlelight ser
California will be represented
Everyone reflected on what an behind at halftime. During
vice to honor and remember those
at the Annal Education Job
The Texas A&M 'Aggie' stu
that perished. The mood was very awesome life this individual had the second half, on their
dents rebounded with strong social
Fair to be held on Saturday,
home field with 100,000
lived, and what an invaluable re
somber, as various sympathizers
and emotional support following
January 29 from Noon to
Aggies in attendance, the
including former President source it was to be part of such a
twelve student deaths resulting
Aggies
heroically
came
4p.m. in the Coussoutis Arena
caring
and
unified
group
like
Texas
George Bush, offered encouraging
from the tragic Bonfire collapse
from
behind
prevailed
A&M.
People
were
reminded
that
words to the grief stricken, but de
at California State Univer
early on the morning of Novem
life is short, and that everyone against the University of
termined campus. The students
sity, San Bernardino.
ber 18, 1999.
drew together in their friendships should be cherished today, because Texas Longhorns -the
The Bonfire, built to be burned
with a "We're not going to let this they might not be around tomor school's longstanding ri
at a sort of pep rally called a 'Yell
Representatives from the
beat us," type of attitude. Thou row. The student's parents wanted val.
Practice', represents much more
This
victory
reaps
more
everyone
to
remain
positive,
re
CSUSB College of Education
sands and thousands of letters,
than just a burning stack of wood.
than
just
a
good
record
for
member
the
good
things,
and
use
flowers, and memorabilia were
will also be available to pro
The tradition, that has carried on
left on the Bonfire field the next this terrible accident as a motiva Texas A&M. U shows all
vide program information and
for over 90 years, links the A&M
day, showing the great caring tion for the future. The Aggie the importance of strong
students together in a common
answer
questions..
friendship and support; and
spirit of Texas A&M and it's fam spirit was alive at this funeral.
goal. This totally student orga
Texas A&M held a Bonfire reminds us that we need to
ily of students.
nized and run tradition promotes
value life and those around
candle
light vigil the night before
Admission is free and open to
I am a former Aggie, class of
strong friendships and teamwork
us.
This
spirit
thrives
in
the
football
game
against
the
Uni
'99, and lost a friend, actually a
the general public. Interested
towards a difficult but rewarding
roommate, in the collapse. I at versity of Texas. The students in College Station, Texas, and
persons may visit the Career
goal. The camaraderie, compan
tended his funeral in Turlock, jured and killed during the collapse in the heart of all Aggies.
ionship, and school spirit experi
Development Center website at
California, on the 23rd of Novem were honored by nearly 100,000 It ties all Aggies together,
enced and built upon through this
career.csusb.edu or call 909/
ber. I was amazed when I arrived people at this modified pep rally; and comes as a fitting end
great tradition are unmatched.
and
symbol
of
victory
over
and
the
next
day's
game
was
dedi
880-5250 for infornia.
to see thousands of people were
About three months before the
the
strong
forces
that
the
cated
in
their
remembrance.
But
in attendance, including nearly
Texas A&M football game against
200 that had flown from Texas that during the game, the Aggie foot Aggies faced on the night
Sponsored by:
the University of Texas, A&M stu
day. The services were so full of ball team was slow to get started, of Nov, 18. Gig'EmAgs!
dents begin construction on the
CSUSB-College of Education
mammoth bonfire. Nearly every
San Bernardino City USD
student is involved in the grand
task of cutting down, trimming,
moving-, and finally stacking
nearly 10,000 logs necessary for
the immense structure. All work
is done by hand, from cutting down
the trees with hand held axes, to
nAcna-OmBow LICAL SWDICS
the stacking of each log by hun
dreds of students. When finally
completed, the six-tiered stack
stands nearly 80 feet tall. Tradi
tionally, the Bonfire is set ablaze
the night before the football game
against the University of Texas
during Yell Practice. Usually about
250,000 students, alumni, and fans
talbtmuIU-nmUedassnom, HW
witness the towering inferno.
At about 2:30 am on Novem
ber 18, 1999, with the stack nearly
•
imi^t into txiTKdiool and studyii% the!w
complete, something tragically
•
l£im
shout wdmakia oppcrtunite and requitEniEnis
went wrong. The center pole struc
•
HearaprttoxtHsomtheadvamt^dourPFo^stonal^Dliscmriailurn
ture that provides support for the
mam,
stack cracked, and the entire stack
• Leant sboia the flKriiem fob
for new ^tttornejfs
collapsed with about 70 people on.
YMaa imu
a
In total, twelve students perished,
Utenottetcek
• Rndotjtbewiofinamsyourlawohjci^
dozens others were injured or hos
pitalized; and the Bonfire was can
R^msbmatUswiSlmsmod.
celled for this year's game. The
only other lime that Bonfire was
Tortt«fwi^»iae,cafl (714) 75S^1000at ^or
cancelled was after President
(80D)
or br e-matl10 i
Kennedy's assassination.
At a time that is usually the most
Western Stale is provisiondly appro^ by dte American
energetic, enthusiastic, and free
WESTERN STATE UNIV.
^Ktdaiioni, and ^aduates may take the bar examination in any stale.
spirited at Texas A&M, the shock
n i l N. State College Blvd.
CauncM of dM SacaoA on L(^ tdMcaMieiwid AdmkekwIodwBMtif*# AmeHcw B*
ofdeath threatened to prevail. But
Fulterton.
Orange County, CA 92831
AMOtUlkm, S50 WBM r«)r(h Strast
iN 4f»202, 017) 2M-t34a.
anyone that is familiar with 'Aggie
Spirit knows that these are the
By Zach Hoffman
Chronicle Staff Writer

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW

hwtt& you to attend an

OPEN HOUSE

Tuesday evening, December 7,1999
6i43 to 9 P»nt.

Wdcond^ comments begin promptly at 6.45 p- m.
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Seattle: The War Has Just Begun
By Donald Willis

conglomerate corporate globaliza
tion.
Opinions Editor
The WTO is completely un
democratic: it has no elected offi
cials and holds secret meetings
where decisions arc made that af
The World Trade Organization,
fect the world's population. The
also known as the WTO, is hold
ing its Third Ministerial Confer WTO has increased global eco
nomic inequality, instability which
ence in Seattle and 50,000 con
cerned people from all over the has resulted in the collapse of na
tional economies, increased enviworld have amassed there to op
pose corporate domination in the ronifiental and social degradation
world. The WTO is a private, in the name of "free markets" and
globalization, and the workers of
pseudo-governmental agency that
was established to support the the world have no voice.
The WTO agenda emphasizes
General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). This powerful glo short-term corporate profits by
bal commerce agency seeks to fur demanding "free" access to inter
ther corporate influence on the national markets, capital, and la
world in the name of "free trade". bor while showing disregard for
It is the main tool to advance multi-' the nation's environmental laws.

food safety regulations, labor
rights, and basic human rights.
The WTO demands that exclu
sively multi-conglomerate corpo
rate interests make decisions af
fecting all the economies of the
world, while the social and envi
ronmental costs are borne by the
people. Nations whose social and
political economies are domi
nated by the corporate elite can
challenge the social and environ
mental policies of countries
where labor and environmental
social movements have estab
lished laws to protect the people.
An example of this occurred
when Venezuela claimed that the
U.S. Clean Air Act, which was
implemented to improve our en
vironment, was biased against

foreign competitors, and look this
grievance to the WTO. The WTO
ruled against this American policy,
and in 1997 the EPA was forced to
change its clean air regulations. The
EPA acknowledged that this change
created the potential for adverse
environmental changes. Today for
eign refineries are allowed to sell
dirtier gasoline, which will further
deteriorate our environment.
It is difficult to imagine how
this secretive world order could
yield so much power to have its
decrees obeyed by governments,
including the U.S. and arouse the
fervent protest from people around
the world and in Seattle. The work
ers of the world stand united against
greed, and will not allow our civil
rights to be destroyed.

THE PEOPLE UNITED CAN
NEVER BE DEFEATED!

Finals Prep
Jeremiah Newhouse
Managing Editor

As we gel ready for finals, one
idea continuously goes through our
minds: PANIC. Many of us are not
ready, myself being the most un
ready student on campus. It is
good to know that there are orga
nizations on campus that are will
ing to help.
For example the Cross Cultural
Center is giving out "Final Pack
ets" which include Scanirons, pen
cils. pens, bluebooks, candy, pro
motional items from various com
panies, and a bottle of water to cool
you off before your biggest final.
Also the Student Union and
Woman's Resource Center are
sponsoring "quiet zones" where
students can have some piece and
quiet while they study.

No matter how much we stress,
no matter how hard the finals are,
there is one good thing that will
come out of finals, our one month
break until we come back for the
winter quarter. And a break is al
ways welcome.
I have no choice but to adhiit
that this quarter I had the pleasure
of working with what I consider
to be the one of best staffs the
Chronicle had ever had. 1 dtank
all of the people that had anything
to do with the Chronicle this quar
ter, and 1 thank all the students that
took the time to read the paper. I
also have the pleasure of knowing
that most, if not all of the staff
from this quarter is going to come
back next quarter. If so, then next
quarter is going to be the best quar
ter The Chronicle has ever seen.
If you would like to be a part of
that then let us know, we are on
campus at ext. 5289.

NOW TEXTBOOKS
CAN EXPAND
AS YOUR MIND.
TEnie«».COII IS LOOXIifi m CAMPSS MMMSIt.
earn a oonvaOQM Mhiy wMe iaaRiiti8«alueiito

Good Weekly Income
Processing mail for national company! Free
supplies, postage! No selling! Bonuses!
Start immediately! Genuine opportunity!
Pk«sc nsh LoBg S^AddroMd Slampt^ Esvdapc to:
GMCO, P.O. Box 22^40, HoOrvood, Florida 33022

atxHinarae iMa CMnpui Manaam wl IM tnkwd to manaaa paoiM aitf
Mat an-«an«M aoMttaa. «M awn «» you oradte lor ftaa

aalail MKua at awM.rtudaiiladwntaUBuoiiinffaiaMoaaMm
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Features: Health
Risks Women
Take for Hygiene
By Karen Brown
Chronicle Staff VMter

In the November issue of Es
sence magazine, an article dug up
"rumors" that tampon companies
were knowingly putting excessive
amounts of rayon in tampons,
thereby putting women at risk for
cancer and Toxic Shock Syndrome
(TSS), however, the FDA denies
them. Rayon, used for absorbency,
and Dioxin, a carcinogenic chemi
cal used in bleaching tampons,
when in contact with the skin long
enough, can be absorbed into the
bloodstream. "The dioxin pro
duced in this bleaching process can
lead to very harmful problems for
a woman," stated Karen Houppert,
author of "Pulling the Plug on the
Tampon Industry." "Rayon con
tributes to the danger of tampons
and dioxin because it's a highly
absorbent substance. Therefore,
when fibers from the tampons are
left behind in the vagina, it creates
a breeding ground for the dioxin.
It also stays in a lot longer than it
would just with cotton tampons."
The scare of TSS has been with
women for several years, but a new
cancer risk may have been know
ingly incurred. The article quoted
a woman in the Ph.D. program at
the University of Colorado at Boul
der as saying, "The tampon indus
try is convinced that we, as
women, need bleached white prod
ucts in order to view the product
as pure and clean." However, it
has been noted that countries such
as Sweden, Germany, and British
Columbia have switched to cotton
tampons without bleach. They
have "demanded a switch to this
safer product," says Houppert.
"While the US has decided to keep
us in the dark." However, the En
vironmental Protection Agency
(EPA) disagrees with the Essence
story about the level of risk: "there
really is no set 'acceptable' level
of exposure to dioxin."
If there are harmful chemicals in
tampons, then why aren't there
more explicit warnings guarding
against constant use? There has
been speculation whether or not
tampon industries are aware of this
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and have decided not to say any
thing because they need the high
sales of tampons. If women con
stantly purchase tampons because
of their convenience, this only
benefits the companies. However,
the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) have heavily denied the
tampon allegations made on the
US. Nonetheless doubts linger.
An article in the July issue of
the Buffalo News raised the ques
tion of whether or not tampons
were in fact "contaminated" with
asbestos, dioxin, and rayon fibers
that can cause TSS and other
health problems. In another ar
ticle, the FDA answered with a
definite "no." "The Food and
Drug Administration, the govern
ment organization that monitors
these kinds of things, reassures us
that tampon manufacturers do not
add asbestos to their products,"
said Eileen Nechas and Denise
Foley of the Buffalo News. "It's
not an ingredient or even a trace
contaminant in any brand of tam
pon made in the United States."
With arguments coming from
both sides, the FDA did a study to
see if any harmful substances were
present and tested the actual lev
els. "Researchers found that lev
els ranged from non-detectable to
one part in three trillion," stated
one of the authors. "That's a tiny
amount and far below the thresh
old that's considered a risk for can
cer. The only reason any dioxin
might be found at all - even in
these minuscule amounts - might
be because of environmental re
sources such as air, water or the
ground before processing the cot
ton or rayon."
Yes, the concern is still evident,
even though it has been said that
there is no asbestos, dioxin, and
very little rayon in tampons. For
women still in doubt, they should
consider alternating between pads
and tampons, or switching to pads
altogether. For women who still
want to use tampons, products that
are 100 percent cotton are becom
ing more popular and are fairly
easy to find in chain and alterna
tive stores alike. It may requiring
going a little out of their way, but
isn't their health worth it?

Famous Insomniacs
CouOesy of NAPS
If you can't sleep, you may be
in good corhpany. Some of the
world's most interesting people
were insomniacs and today's
overbooked schedules are prompt
ing more people to join the ranks
of the sleep-deprived.
Famous insomniacs include
Benjamin Franklin, Mark Twain,
Teddy Roosevelt, and Thomas
Edison. Some say out national
sleep debt began when Edison,
who slept only four hours a day,
believed that loo much shut-eye

was unhealthy and made people
stupid.

However, too little sleep may
endanger a person's healthy and
safety. Sleep problems depress the
immune system and sleepy driv
ers account for at least 100,000 car

crashes each year.
To counter sleep problems
caused by such transient problems
as menstrual discomfort or an ar
thritis flare-up, there is an overthe-counter product known as
Melagesic PM. Each extrastrength caplet contains 500mg. of
acetaminophen combined with 1.5
mg. of melatonin, a natural sub
stance produced by the pineal
gland of the human brain to regu
late the sleep-wake cycle. For
more information, call 1-800-3241880.

Testing Your Sleep I.Q.
Courtesy of NAPS
The National Sleep Foundation
estimates that two out of three
American regularly experience
moderate to severe sleeplessness.
To give you something to do in the
morning, take this quick quiz:
Questions:
1. Which Shakespearean charac
ter said, "To sleep, perchance to
dream?"
2. Name the two stars of the
movie Sleepless in Seattle.
3. How much sleep does the av
erage American get?
4. Which of these disorders
cause people to wake up hundreds
on times a night?
a) Narcolepsy
b) Portnoy's Complaint

c) Sleep Apnea
5. What is the only product that
combines a pain remover with
melanin for natural restful sleep

and no morning hangover?
Answers:
1. Hamlet
2. Meg Ryan and
Tom Hanks
3. Less
seven hours

than

4. Sleep Apnea
5. Melagesic PM,
which is sold with
out prescription at
pharmacies.
For more infor
mation, you can call
1-800-324-1880 or
you
can
visit
www.bfascher.com.
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Autism Program at Cal State San Bernardino
ByZakiya Holman
Chronicle Staff Writer
The school bells ring, and off
Ihey go. It is time for the kinder
garten class to go to recess. With
great enthusiasm all the children,
except one, burst oyt of the class
room ready for their favorite past
lime, playing in the sandbox.
On my way out of the classroom,
I noticed "Richard"; his classmates
call him Richie. He sits in the cor
ner of the classroom, isolated. It
seemed that an invisible glass wall
separates him from the rest of the
world.
I approached Richard and asked
him if would he like to go outside.
Silence persisted as he remained
in a dreamlike state of mind, never
acknowledging my presence.
It is typical for Richie to disre

gard external reality. Often he ap
pears overly self absorbed—com
pletely fixated. However, there are
times when Richie invites me into
his world with something as
simple as a smile, which indeed is
nothing short of a privilege.
Richie's story is foreign to some
and extremely familiar to others.
For he is one of the many children
living with autism.
There is an overwhelming need
for programs that assist people
with autism. Thus, at CSUSB, the
University Center for Develop
mental Disabilities (UCDD)
emerged through the efforts of the
Inland Regional Center and
CSUSB, and is one vehicle to help
rectify this problem. This program
provides assistance to autistic chil
dren and their families, exclu
sively those dwelling in the Inland

Empire.
Although the program caters to
residents of the Inland Empire, it
makes additional stipulations. A
Regional Center case manager
must refer the families that attend.
Furthermore, the acceptance of a
client must be based upon a home
evaluation, followed by another at
the center.
UCDD is located in a small
trailer that sits between Sierra Hail
and the Children's Center. It is an
evening program operating every
Monday through Thursday from
5:45 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and on Sat
urday mornings. The program tar
gets three groups: the client, their
siblings and the parents.
UCDD is not designed to sub
stitute for institutions or other pro
grams. Rather, it serves as an af
ter-school program. The difference

is that there is more one-on-one
interaction between the client and
the teacher than in traditional af
ter school programs. In addition,
the staff puts tremendous empha
sis on enhancing social skills, not
academic ones.
The clients are in a formal
school-like environment where
they do fun activities such as play
ing games, constructing puzzles,
and using the computer. Simulta
neously, the parents participate in
group counseling. There is one
counselor assigned to the parent
group. The parents find this ses
sion very beneficial. In coming to
gether, they are reminded that "no
man is an island."
Finally, the siblings occupy the
cafeteria in Sierra Hall. They like
wise are in a playful atmosphere.
However, there is far less formal-

fty in this environment. The pri
mary goal is to target all aspects
of the family structure in an at
tempt to assist them in becoming
more functional.
Autism is a somewhat mysteri
ous affliction to many, but the
UCDD program is a resource that
can help foster understanding
while providing autistic kids and
their families with invaluable treat
ment and assistance. Its location
here on the CSUSB campus can
help bring students into closer con
tact with autism and the people
whose lives are affected by it.

National
Journalism
Awards
By Jorgie Salazar
Features Editor

The Scripps Howard Foundation
would like to remind everyone that
the National Journalism Awards
•for College cartoonists is coming
up soon. Do you have little
sketches in the margins of your
notes from all those boring
classes? Do you feel that you are
artistic and can draw or paint?
Then enter to win! There is no
entry cost and the prize is $2,500
and a trophy. The contest is only
open to student cartoonists, the
material must be published in a
college newspaper or publication
during 1999.
There is one entry per person.
The entries arc composed of ten to
twenty samples that could be pan

els, strips and/or editorial cartoons/
illustrations. All entries must be
accompanied by a short written
statement 250 words or less, tell
ing about the artist's future goals
in cartooning. All entries must be
entered and postmarked before
January 7.
The awards will be presented at
an awards dinner at the National
Press Club in Washington D.C.
The cartoon entries will be judged
by Charles M. Schullz, the creator
of Peanuts, Lucy Caswell, the cu
rator of Cartoon Research Library
at Ohio State University, and
NBC's "Today Show" weather
man A1 Roker.
Address all entries to:
Charles M. Schultz Award
do United Media
200 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Want to write for the dironkle'
We are looking staff writers for the
Winter Quarter.
Call 880-5289 for more information ui
email us at sbchron@esusb.cdu
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Toy Story 2
Doesn't Live Up
By Jennifer Lynn Thierry
Arts (£ Entertainment Editor

Woody and Buzz Lightyear
are back. Disney and Pixar have
released a new chapter in the lives
of Andy's toys. Unbeknown.st to
Woody, he is a rare cowboy toy,
the other toys must convince him
his place is with Andy not in a
museum. Though good in its own
right, Toy Story 2 doesn't live up
to the blockbuster original.
While playing with Andy one
day, Woody's' arm is accidentally
riped. Though Andy loves him, his
tear comes between them and re
sults in Woody being placed on the
dreaded dusty top shelf. Now an
outcast Woody discovers an old
friend also stuck in exile. Wheezy.
But no sooner than their reunion
Andy's mom comes in to have a

Yard Sale. Wheezy is taken, it is
Woody's responsibility to save
him. But after the daring rescue
Woody is kidnapped by a toy col
lector. Once away from the other
toys and confronted by the enor
mity of his value, his new friends
the other members of the
"Woody's Roundup" gang con
vince him to go to the museum in
Japan. Buzz and the other rescue
toys must convince Woody the
love of Andy is more important
than the fear of abandonment.
The animation itself is once
again breathtaking, but the plot just
doesn't match the "feel good
buddy movie" of it's original. As
an avid Toy Story fan, I had to see
this movie, though not my favor
ite I suggest anyone who enjoys
the antics of Woody and Buzz
should watch the movie and decide
for themselves.

Seen a great play? Write a review!
Call: 880-5289

KoRn: Letting Us Know
We All Have "Issues
55

By Karen Brown
Chronicle Staff Witer
A tattered rag doll lies on the
cover of KoRn's new album "Is
sues", beaten and torn. Know
ing KpRo's style for screaming
and creatively inviting themr
selves into their listener's con
sciousness; 1 was eager to listen
to their fourth album.
From the beginning, I was
•"brought into a somber note with
the first track called "Dead".
Jonathan Davis, the lead singer
for KoRn had vocals that were
synchronized with slow, yet in
tense rhythms of the drums and
the guitars. Davis gave a sample
of his bagpipe abilities while his
voice intertwined with the un
avoidable power of the drums.
The rest of the CD contained
pure intensity and anger. It could
especially be felt dirough songs
like "Falling Away Prom Me",
Trash" and "Make Me Bad".
Falling Away From Me"gained
an instant recognition as the lyr^
ics spoke to the youth telling
them tonot fear looking for their

own salvation.
"Trash" was speaking to anyone
who has been taken advantage of
by someone in his or her life. The
emotion of wanting to get rid of
all the baggage in their lives was
also presented in this song. "Beg
For Me" presented an impression
of having all this misery in our
lives and having this emotion of
helplessness. Davis reiterates in
this -song, "who is sticking up for
us"?
'
This song.also had different in
terpretations that could be attrib
ute to it, Uiis track also had the
voice of KoRn speaking to their
fans asking them to allow them
selves to be touched by them as
KoRn is touched by their fans.
Again, it's an album that you can
take in and interpret for yourself.
This CD may not touch some ^
people due to their different views
on life. But for those who have
been true fans, it is not hard to
empathi^ with and feel the power
of KoRn's lyrics and the messages
in them. In an interview on the
website "KoRn TV," Davis said
that "the fans just seem to be able

to identify with what we're say
ing because we've all been
through thesame s—t and we're
connected."
As always, JKoRn has a mes
sage to bring to their listeners
and their true fans. Die message
in the "Issues"CD is to stand up
for yourself. Through the lyrics
"Dash," the idea of self-expres
sion was most evident. Dirough
the bluntness of Davis's words,
there is a sense of connection
and understanding between.
Davis and the listener.
This is what was conveyed to
me while listening to this CD.
Again, through Davis's unique
vocal style, the meaning and un
derstanding was felt much
deeper.
To describe this CD in one
word, I would have to say "su
perb"! It contained the rawness
and realness required to grab a
listener and makes them think
about their surroundings and
their personal lives. I highly rec
ommend this piece of work as it
reminds us that we all have "is
sues".

X-Mas Fest '99 Comes to the Coussoiuiis
By Katherina Seigworth
Executive Editor

Finals week is almost upon us,
but already ASI and X103.9 has set
up a wonderful way to celebrate

the end of the Fall Quarter. It's the
annual X-Mas Fest! And what
better way is there to celebrate the
beginning of Winter Break and the
end of the millennium then with
other CSUSB students and some
of your favorite bands? The bands
that will be performing live include
SUICIDAL TENDENCIES,

SAVE FERRIS, LIT, BEN
HARPER, KOTTONMOUTH
KINGS, and MARCY PLAY
GROUND.
The concert will be held at
The Coussoulis Arena here at
CSUSB on Sunday, December 12.
The show runs from 6 p.m. to 11
p.m. It will be an open floor set

up and all tickets are General Ad
mission. All CSUSB students,
staff, faculty and alumni, can get
tickets for only $19, but ticket
prices for others are $21. Tickets
are available at the Coussoulis
Arena, HP-121, ASI Box Office,
X103.9 studios,
and
all
Ticketmasler ticket centers. All

Culture Corner
CD:
Book:
"Like Water for Chocolate"
^Como Agua Para Chocolate).
It's a great story about culture
and family values.
Melissa Ruelas
iPsychology

Garth Brooks. The song
"The Dance" it has special
meaning ancfit's how I feel
about life.
Jennifer Jay
Major: Kinisology

places will accept cash only and
there are no refunds. The bands
are also subject to change.

Movie:
"Grease." I believe differ
ent groups should interact
like Sandy and Danny.

Candice Farshtey
Majqc Liberal Studies.

Gilbert Cervantes
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Restaurant Review:
By Gilbert Cervantes

Chronicle Staff
Experiencing new things is what
makes life exciting. So my goal
this time around was to try some
kind of exotic food. This took me
to Ravi's India Cuisine. The es
tablishment was quaint with its
calm colored pastel and Indian
decor. Indian music was playing
in the background to set a peace
ful mood to your dining. Because
of my busy study schedule, I or
dered take out which they offer. I
think that was a big mistake. I
order the popular appetizer the
Mixed Vegetable Pakoda. This
dish consists of mixed vegetables
deep-fried in batter. This appetizer

Ravi's India Cuisine

was okay; there was nothing spe
cial tasting to it. For the main
course of my dinner I order two
other popular dishes the Chicken
Tikka Masala and the Lamb
Koorma. Both these dishes were
extremely disappointing, I did not
find them at all tasty. The portions
of the takeout meal were meager,
I hardly received any meat. The
meals were served with white rice.
The rice was fairly good, you re
ally cannot mess-up white rice.
Different types of sauces were
served with the meal. These
sauces were alright. The two
things that I enjoyed out of my
whole exotic food experience were
the Nan bread and the Mango
Lassie. The Nan bread was excel

lent. This bread had the qualities I
look for in bread, great tasting and
beening plentiful. The Mango
Lassie was delicious it is made
with mango, yogurt, lemon, and
louce nuts and blended to a creamy
beverage. I just hope that eating in
the restaurant will be a better ex
perience. However, I don't think
that I will ever return for food, just
their bread and Mango Lassie.
Location: Ravi's India Cuisine
1091 S. Mount Vernon Ave., Suit
G Colton CA 92424
On a 1-4 Scale,
4 being best
Food: 2
.
Service: 2
AtmospbeM:^2 1/2
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Speculative Fiction
Contest
By Jeremiah Newhouse
Managing Editor
Would you like to break into
an industry worth billions of
dollars? And I am not taking
about the internet. I am talk
ing about the world of writing
sdence fiction, horror and fan
tasy novels. Many aspiring
audiors are getting their
break in the field of writing
through the L. Ron. Hubbard
Writers of the Future Contest.
L. Ron Hubbard established
the contest for new writers of
"speculative fictions" in 1983
to discover and acknowledge
new writing talent. Contes
tants have published over 250
novels, including New York
times bestsellers, and over
2,000 short stories. One suc

cess story is Dave Wolverton,
who signed a contract with
Bantam Books two weeks af
ter winning tl^ grand
prize.
Winners receive cash
prizes, an all-expense pmd trip
to Hollywood for the awards
ceremony with a weeklong
writers' workshop, and the
publication oflheir works in
the annual anthology "L. Ron
Hubbard Presents Writers of
the Future." The contest is ad
ministered by Author Services
Inc.
For more information
send a SASE to: L. Ron
Hubbard's Writers of the Fu
ture contest, RO. Box 1630,
Los Angeles, CA 90078 or
visit the contest's website at
www.writereofthefuture.com.
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Flying Frugally
By Stacey FuUwiler

moe. Rocks House of Blues
By Bill Marshal!

^Copy Editor

News Editor

With two major holidays
coming wp, plus Spring Break
not too far off, many of us are
thinking about visiting family
or making plans to get away
from it all (two things gener
ally not related). For anyone
who's traveled, especially in
ternationally, you know the
biggest cause of anxiety is
finding airline tickets. This is
where CheapTickets.com
comes in.
^
, CheapTlckets.com is a com
pany that allows you to search:
for (what else?) cheap airline^
tickets. Registration is free,'
just fill out a profile and begin
your search! Once you've
found a flight at a price you
like, you can reserve it.
CheapUckets.com elimi
nates the extra expense of
travel agents' fees and allows
you to do a complete search..
But before buying a ticket, it
is always advisable to call the
airline and make certain they
do have that flight available.
And as with any Internet credit
card purchase, make sure you
read toe fine print and take ev
ery precaution to protect your
account information.
Travel IS expensive, and
that's the truth, but by doing
your research it doesn't have
to be outrageous. Visiting
www.cheaptickets.com is your
first step.

I played a little part in history
two weeks ago.
My voice, along with hundreds
of others screaming appreciation
for New York rock outfit moe., will
forever be part of the joyful noise
on the band's upcoming live album.
moe. (that's how they write it),
touring in support of their 1998
Sony release "Tin Cans and Car
Tires," are planning to use record
ings of recent west-coast dates to
compile the band's first official live
album.
I was fortunate enough to catch
the Saturday, November 20 show
at the world-famous House of
Blues in Hollywood, and judging
from the ambient enthusiasm -both
onstage and off- the live album will
be very special.
Dan Ackroyd's intimate House
of Blues (HOB) was filled to ca
pacity with "moerons" (moe. fans'
self-appellation) as well as the
usual LA types who always seem
to be taking up space at HOB
shows. In fact, despite the message

of unity that pervades the HOB's
iconography, and the motto "All
Are One," there was a division in
the crowd between those who came
to groove to their favorite band and
those who apparently came to be
seen at a pseudo-swank Hollywood
hot-spot.
Social imbalance aside, the
music was immediately impressive.
The band launched into their
opener, the funky, psychedelic "32
Things" with power and precision.
Rob Derhak's dextrous "slap-style"
bass intro was a sonic wake-up call,
rousing the crowd and setting the
tone for a raucous, jam-heavy set.
The tune crested and wheeled, mov
ing into exploratory, yet focused
improvisational jamming that went
on for nearly ten minutes - pure
"Head" heaven.
Next, the boys broke out a
crowd favorite from "Tin Cans..."
called "Nebraska," with Derhak
taking lead vocal duties. The tune
moved seamlessly from a nearly
melancholy mood to the silliness of
guitarist/vocalist Chuck Garvey
using a "talk-box" to double his

guitar lines with his voice (remi
niscent of bizarre bassist Oteil,
formerly of Col. Bruce Hampton's
Aquarium Rescue Unit, now with
the Allman Brothers Band) while
accompanied by fellow guitarist/
vocalist Al Schnier playing goofy
ragtime mandolin. The silly pro
fundity of moe.'s music is
summed-up in "Nebraska" by the
line "I don't know jack, but I stay
sincere."
The next tune, "Bad Medi
cine," featured Schnier on vocals
and raised the energy level from
the more introspective "Ne
braska." Loud, and framed by
heavy-metal style "power
chords," the song progressed from
bombastic to downright irippy.
Arabian-style guitar leads de
volved into a feedback and effects
fest, bending the minds of appre
ciative "Heads" and baffling
Armani-suited onlookers.
"Blue-Eyed Son," a
bluegrassy new song followed,
with Schnier again taking the lead
vocals. The "moerons " in the
crowd accepted the new tune

gratefully, cheering their approval.
Next came "Meat," not to be con
fused with the Phish tunc of the
same name. This "Meal" was a
feast of harmonized guitars and
percussion pyrotechnics. The style
and arrangement were like a com
bination of the Allman Brothers
and prog-rockers Queensryche.
The song wound up with a percus
sion-driven jam that was reminis
cent of Carlos Santana's band with
their polyrylhmic drumming and
soaring guitar sounds.
By the conclusion of the first
set, the crowd had grooved itself
into a lather. Unfortunately, a
friend who accompanied mc to the
show fell ill al this point and wc
were forced to beat a retreat from
the House of Blues, despite the
promise of an epic second set.
As we walked down Sunset
Boulevard, though, we fell con
soled that we had been a part of
something that will live forever.

Make Your Voice Heard
Call the Chronicle
880-5289
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waiiy's World:
By Chris Walenta
Sports Editor
The end of the century is rap^ idly approaching, and all I keep
; hearing about are great sports moi ments of the 20th Century. I love
^ to look back on the great moments
iof the past one hundred years,
>• however, there is only one probi lem; not all of us are one hundred
• years old.
Most of us, at least the people
reading this paper, are under thirty.
We don't know, or for that matter,
really care what happened in 1932
. on a snowy night in late Novem
ber at Soldier Field. Ifyoudocare,
then 1 apologize for that last state
ment. Some of us do care, but we
were not old enough to witness
those events.
For the most part, we all became
sport.s fans in the late 1970's and
have been since. We hold the
events that we witnessed closer to
heart than some story our grand
fathers told us at bedtime. So
come with me on a look back at
our generation's great sports mo
ments.
Our generation started in the
mid-1970's, so we will start our
glance back in the grand year of
1975. The Boston Red Sox were
back in the World Series for the
first time In over fifty years and
"Bean Town" was rocking. They
were matched up against the Cin-.
cinnati Reds. The "Big Red Ma
chine" was in the middle of their
championship run of the seventies
and Boston was standing in their
way. Even though the Reds went
on to win in seven games, the most
memorable moment of the series
came during game six at Fenway
Park. The Red Sox had come back
from three runs down in the eighth
inning to tic the score up at four.
In the eleventh inning all of Bos
ton erupted in jubilation. Carlton
•pisk's long fiy ball off the left-field
foul pole gave Boston fans a ray
of hope of finally ending the
"Curse of the Bambino" and win
ning the World Scries. The most
memorable part of that game win
ning homcrun was Fisk's efforts to
, wave the ball fair.
We now shift our attention to the
great year of 1979. The "Steel
Curtain" was in its fourth and fi
nal NFL championship run. Willie
Stargel and the rest of the gang
were in a "family" style run over
the Baltimore Orioles in the World

Great Moments from Our Generation

Series. But the most important
thing that happened in 1979 was
the discovery of the future saviors
of the National Basketball Asso
ciation. Even though they did not
know they were going to be the
men that would change the shape
of the NBA, Larry Bird and Magic
Johnson put on quite a show in the
Championship game of the NCAA
tournament. Larry Bird had led a
no-named Indiana State team
against a favored Michigan State
squad. Even though Magic's team
went on to win the National title,
the stage was set for classic duels
to come and the NBA would never
be the same.
"Do you believe in miracles!"
That was the statement made by
Al Michaels, who was the play-byplay announcer during the 1980
semi-final hockey match-up be
tween the United States and the
Soviet Union at the Winter Games
of 1980. This was a match-up no
body thought the United States
could win. That is what made-the
victory even sweeter.
It was a rainy day in San Fran
cisco in late mid-January of 1982.
The upstart 49ers were trailing the
veteran Dallas Cowboys by a score
of 27-21. There was less than a
minute to go in the game and a
second year quarterback by the
name of Joe Montana was leading
the 49ers down the field for the goahead score. Montana rolled to the
right and looked into the end zone.
Nobody was open, so he contin
ued to roll. The pass rush was getling closer to him so he pumped
one more time. Now he had to
throw the ball because he was
about to go out of bounds. Mon
tana heaved the ball, presumably
out of the end zone. The crowd
was silent. Cowboy defenders
stopped to watch the ball go out of
the end zone. Then, miraculously,
two hands reached up, and the ball
Just stuck. Dwight Clark's"Catch"
propelled the San Francisco 49ers
into greatness for the next 20 years,
while it sent the Dall^ Cowboys
into the rebuilding process.
1982 saw the beginning of one
of sports' greatest accomplish
ments. Ca! Ripken Jr. laced up his
cleats for the first time and did not
take another day off for the next
14 years. It is a record that will
NEVER be broken. I know you
agree.
On a cool day late in the 1985
baseball season a great record was

broken. It was a record that had
been held for over sixty years. Pete
Rose became the all-time hit king
when he sent a hard line drive to
left field off of San Diego Padre
pitcher Eric Show. Pete had his
family in attendance and all of
baseball saluted Mr. Rose for his
accomplishments. Four years later
Pete was banned for life from base
ball for allegedly betting on "the
game".
The Chicago Bears ruled the
National Football League for the
1985 season, and also introduced
America to the "Super Bowl
Shuffle." One question though:
why didn't Payton get the ball in
stead of the "Fridge?"
"A little roller up along first.
Behind the bag, THE BALLGETS
THROUGH BUCKNER. HERE
COMES KNIGHT, AND THE
METS WIN IT!" That was the
call by the great Yin Scully on a

CALIFORNIA
NEEDS YOU!
CTNI tR lOR
CAI n ORNIA
SlUOIlS
CaiifoTtia
kat» Unfvwrwtjf,
SacrarmHHo

inning in game one of the 1988
World Series, Gibson got a low
inside slider. Again Yin Scully had
the call. "A long fly ball into right
field.... She is gone!" The Dodg
ers went on to beat the heavily fa
vored Oakland Athletics in five
games.
We have talked about the first
twelve and half years of our
generation's twenty-five years of
great sports moments. We will
continue our journey after the
change of the millennium when we
look back at other great sports
moments, ranging from Wayne
Gretzky's breaking of Gordie
Howe's NHL scoring record, to OJ
Simpson, and finishing up with the
late 1990's run of the Atlanta
Braves and New York Yankees.
If you have a great sports mo
ment from 1975-1988 then e-mail
responses
to
your
sedit33@aol.com

late October night in 1986. This
was the play that once again hurt
Boston Red Sox faithful. Once
again a miracle happened for the
Mets. Aquick side note for Angel
fans: do you remember who Dave
Henderson is? And have you for
gotten the name Donnie Moore?
On a warm evening in late Janu
ary of 1988 at San Diego's Jack
Murphy stadium, the Denver
Broncos held a lO-O lead at the
start of the second quarter. What
would happen in the next fifteen
minutes may never be matched
again. Doug Williams lead the
Washington Redskins to 35 unan
swered points and basically ended
the Broncos chance of winning
Super Bowl XXII.
Later that year, with taillights on
in the background. Kirk Gibson
brought a little "Roy Hobbs" to
LaLa land. With a 3-2 count and
two outs in the bottom of the ninth
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AT&T National
PrePaid Wireless.
The

only strings

attached are the

ones

around
the box

AT&T National PrePald Wireless is the easiest way to give wireless this holiday. Gift box Includes everything needed to get started
including a digital Prepaid phone, a rapid charger and up to 90 minutes of domestic alrtlme* No more having to worry about signing an annial
contract, running a credit check, or choosing a rate plan. Just buy the minutes you vrant. use the minutes you need, and there's no monthly
commitment If someone you know wants wireless this holiday season, or If they're just getting started, buy them AT&T National Prepaid Wireless
at AT&T stores and selected retailers. AT&T National PrePald Wireless.When you want wireless—you got wireless.

AT&T Wireless Services

I 800-IMAGINE

ATBT

www.att.com/wlreless/prepaid

AT&T Stores and Kiosks
LOS ANGELES
CERRITOS
17600 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
662 809-1667

DOWNEY

WEST L.A./HQLLYWOQD
MONTEREY PARK
2200 S. Atlantic Blvd.
323 278-4900

PASADENA

BEVERLY PLAZA
8471 Beverly Blvd.
323 782-5000

SANTA MONICA

SOUTH BAY
LONG BEACH

SAN BERNARDINO
CHIND

2170 Bellflower Blvd., Unit C
562 430-1200

5529-A Philadelphia St.
909 590-1510

MANHAHAN BEACH

MORENO VALLEY

Stonewood
Center Mall Kiosk

3699 E. Foothill Blvd.
626 351-2000

805 Wilshire Blvd.
310 395-2000

1130-C S. Sepulveda Blvd.
310 796-5757

Moreno Valley
Mail Kiosk

LADERA HEIGHTS

ROWLAND HEIGHTS

Santa Monica Place
Mall Kiosk

Manhattan Village
Shopping Center
Mall Kiosk

Ontario Mills
Mall Kiosk

SOUTH BAY

PALM DESERT

5323 W. Centinela Blvd., #270
310 348-9777

17342 Colima Rd.
626 913-0874

LAKEWOOD

WESTCOVINA

4429 Candlewood St.
562 272-4500

The Plaza at West
Covina Mall Kiosk

LOS ANGELES (Downtown)

WHITT1ER

Macy's Plaza Downtown
Mall Kiosk

MONTEBELLO
892 W Beverly Blvd.
323 838-0200

13526 Whittier Blvd.
562 696-3800

WEST LOS ANGELES
12121 W.Pico Blvd.
310 207-2213

WESTWOOD
Westside Pavilion
Mall Kiosk

WILTERN
3764 Wilshire Blvd.
213 388-9444

ONTARIO

18201 Hawfthorne Blvd.
310 793-5360

72-286 Hwy. 111
760 836-3000

TORRANCE

RIVERSIDE

24520 Crenshaw Blvd.
310 326-2117

10173 Magnolia Ave.
909 343-2400

SAN BERNARDINO
1375 Camino Real
909 889-1880
Inland Center
Mall Kiosk

SAN DIMAS
830 W. Arrow Hwy.,Ste.C
909 592-3232

UPUND
320 S. Mountain Ave.
909 946-1400

VICTORVlUE
12602 Amargosa, #A
760 245-6577-

Deli Amo
Fashion Center
Mall Kiosk

Anllabie at all AT4T Stores, partlclpaMng authorized dealers, and select Barnes arid NoMe College Bookstores. Wso available at tlie tollowing locations: Best Buy, Circuit City, let's Talk Cellular. OHIce Depot and Staples.
•••••••••••••••"<61999 ATST Purchase and use of a PrePaid compatible Digital multi-network phone required. Long distance calls will be delivered by a provider of our choice. Features are not Safety
IfiSaEBSSBSSSSIfflB avaitatle for purchase. 'Domestic rates not available outshle the 50 US or vvhen calls require a cred'it card to complete the call or no service is available. International rates vary ^ VbuinsHt
Inqxxtaia •
destination. Airtime for each call is measured in lull minutes and rounded up to ti>e next full minute. Coverage available In most areas. Pre-paid wireless cards are not refundable.The W included domesoc minutes are made
up of 15 minutes preloaded on the phone, one 15 minute card, and a mail-in coupon for an additional 30 minute card. Minutes deposited into your account expire after six months. Full terms and conditions are contained
In the AT&T National PrePaid Wireless Guide.Offer m^ not be combined with other promotional offers.

Sports
Player Profile:
By Jesse Gonzales
Chronicle Staff Writter
Jimmy Alapag, CSUSB's men's
basketball team's point guard, is
the focus of this week's Player Protile. Jimmy attended Santa Ana
Junior College his freshman and
sophomore years. He then made
the decision to transfer to CSUSB.
Alapag is now a senior at CSUSB
majoring in Liberal Studies with
hopes of becoming a teacher or
guidance counselor at the high
school level. Jimmy also men
tioned that coaching is a possibil
ity as well.
In his first year as the starting
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Jimmy Alapag

point guard for the Coyotes,
Alapag recorded 11.3 points and 5
assists per game. Alapag led the
team in minutes played with 897
(29.9 mpg), proving that he could
run in the elusive CCAA, arguably
the best conference in the nation
for division II sports.
When asked about the difference
between Junior college basketball
and Division II basketball, Jimmy
replied, "the competition is a step
up in Division II. Everyone at the
J.C. level is trying to get to the next
level, so it's competitive in that
sense, but the caliber of players is
belter at the Division II level."
Jimmy emphasized there is an un

derstanding amongst the team and
coaches that the goal is to do as well or
better than last year. The Coyotes fin
ished 16-6 in conference with a 23-7
overall record last year, winning the Re
gional Tournament and making it to the
Elite Eight.
HT: 5'9 "
WT: 165
MAJOR: Liberal Studies
HOMETOWN: Upland, CA.
HIGH SCHOOL: Upland High School
CC: Ideal teammate?
JA: John Stockton or Kevin Garnet
CC: Most memorable moment on the
court?JA: Last year when we won The
West Regional Tournament. We beat Se

Parallzed Woman
Skydiver Becomes a
Master
Zach Hoffman
Chronicle Staff Writter

Corral Degagne, a partially para
lyzed Tcchachopi woman, com
pleted her 2(X)lh skydivc linked in
(he air with thirty-three friends
during a beautiful sunset jump
made on Sunday. November 28.
The 200 jump mark completes a
nearly a ten year long quest of this
34 year old single mother to ob
tain her rating as a "Master Para
chutist" despite her disabilities.
Corral's legs were paralyzed
was broken in a tragic ATC (3whceler) accident when she was
only 18 years old. In 1992, while
relaxing at a club with a friend,
Corral was asked when she was
going to make her first skydive.
"He told me that he would set ev
erything up, and I agreed," said
Degagne, "I had never really
thought about it before."
For Coital to be able to skydive,
she must jump using the tandem
method, a common skydiving
learning tool where the student is
attached to the front of the
instructor's harness, and both share
the same parachute. Her friend,
Jay, taped Corral's knees and
ankles in place to keep them stable
while in free fall. "I knew that I
was hooked after the first jump,"
says Corral about her instant love

affair with skydiving.
The sport of skydiv
ing in the United States
is governed by the
United States Parachute
AssociationfUSPA).
Among its numerous
tasks, the USPA devises
training programs, ad
ministers tests and
evaluation, and distrib
utes skydiving licenses.
The highest license, the
"D" license, requires a
skydiver to make 200
jumps and pass a writ
ten test. It then qualifies
the skydiver as a "Master Para
chutist". It has been Corral's long
time goal to reach this elite mark
in the skydiving community.
After skydiving quite a bit over
the summer, the possibility of mak
ing the magical 200th jump by the
end of the year seemed a reality
for Corral. After scheduling and
weather problems delayed the
jump for two weeks, everything
fell into place on Sunday morning,
the 28th. The weather and condi
tions were perfect and skydives
number 198 and 199 went beauti
fully. Each of these included be
tween 20 and 25 other skydivers
linked together in an aerial forma
tion with Corral and her tandem.
Corral wanted to make the
200thjump a special one. She or

attle Pacific, Centra!
Washington, and
Sonoma State.
CC: Biggest influ
ences to play basket
ball?
JA: My family.
Particularly my older
brothers. Playing
with them really in
fluenced me to play.
CC: Predict the
top three teams in
conference this sea
son?
JA: Cal State Los
Angeles,
CSU
Bakersfield, and us.
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ganized what is known as a "For
mation-Load."
Thirty-four
skydivers, including Corral,
jumped from two airplanes, and
met up in the air to build a forma
tion with Corral in the center. The
capstone 200th jump took place
with a beautiful, majestic Califor
nia sunset as a backdrop. Corral
was mobbed and cheered as she
made a beautiful landing in the
center of the landing area to end a
magical skydiving day.
Corral's determination doesn't
end here. "Next, I want to do high
altitude skydives from 35,0(X) feet
with oxygen," says Degagne con
cerning her future skydiving goals.

* Skydiving continued on
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The Rest of the Story
* Edgar continued from

' Skydiver continued from

page 1
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minor organized crime fig
ure Jack Ruby,
was the sole assassin of the
president.
In his talk, Edgar reiter
ated the Committee's find
ings, which echoed those of
the often maligned Warren
Report, but which arose
from much more credible
evidence. Edgar indicated
that, while he believed in
the final judgement of the
Commission, he felt that
the proceedings were hast
ily conducted and did not
go far enough in challeng
ing the authority of figures
who may have been with
holding or obscuring perti
nent information.
The controversy sur
rounding the Warren Re
port came from many sec

This awesome story of a
woman overcoming life's
hardships provides inspira
tion for all. Anything is pos
sible with the right determi
nation. Corral Degagne, a 34
year old mother from
Techachopi, California,
earned the title of a "Master
Parachutist" by completing
her 200th jump in true
skydiver fashion -with lots of
friends flying through the air.
Blue skies forever Corral.

Want to write for
the Chronicle?
CaU 880-5289

tors, but perhaps the most dissen
sion arose from the images cap
tured in the famed "Zapruder
film." In a home-movie shot by a
bystander. President Kennedy's
head can clearly be seen pitching
backward as he is struck by bul
lets. This backward motion has led
some to theorize that the president
was attacked from the front as well
as from the rear, where Oswald
was positioned.
Edgar countered the "second
gunman theory" by offering the
explanation that medical research
has shown that when the central
cortex of the brain suffers trau
matic injury as Kennedy's did, a
muscular reflex causes the body to
move backward -just like the
Zapruder film shows.
Edgar also cited new acoustical
analysis of sound recordings of the
assassination event which indicate
that no gunshots came from in
front of the president, but only

from the direction of the book de
pository from which Oswald had
allegedly fired.
While Edgar predicted that
conspiracy theories will flourish
well into the millennium, he did
see lasting value in the intense
analysis of presidential security
measures that arose from the in
vestigation of the Kennedy assas
sination.
Now we have [adequate] secu
rity measures in place because we
know we live in a time of terrpr,"
said Edgar of the development of
security for the president.
He also addressed the House
Committee's findings that the
slaying of civil rights leader Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. was an in
dependent act, and not the result
of any conspiracy beyond the
shooter, James Earl Ray, and pos
sibly his brothers, all of whom
were known professional bank
robbers and racists.

Edgar brought to light a
$50,000 bounty offered by
Missouri-based racists for the
murder of Dr. King. He sug
gested that Ray may have had
contact with this group, not
ing that Ray turned up in Eu
rope immediately following
the shooting, a trip that would
ordinarily have been beyond
his means.
It is true that we may never
know the exact circum
stances of the deaths of two
of America's greatest leaders.
But now, even though it is
nearly forty years since those
dark days in the 1960$, we
still feel a need to find an
swers. As Edgar indicated,
the value of this quest for
truth may not lie in solving
these riddles, but instead in
the self-awareness and pre
ventative knowledge that can
be gained.
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Inside HomeBase

CMMimiO
243 W. V^tura Blvd.
(805) 484-5945

CANOUMM
8341 Canoga Ave.
(818)407-1224
Inside HomeBase

CCIHtfTOS
12607 Artesia Blvd.
(562) 809-5650

CITY or MDUSTRY
17749 Gale Ave.
(626)810-5370

390 UeKinley St.
(909)549-6400

GLENOORA

INDUSTRY

LAGUNA NI6UEL

NORCO

725 S. Grand Ave.

151 S. Hacienda Blvd.

27000 Alicia Pkwy.

200 Hidden Valley Pkwy.

(626) 335-2007

(626) 968-1106

(949) 222-7005

(909) 739-7671

Inside HomeBase

Inside HomeBase

3420 Bristol St.

HAWAIUN GARDENS

IRVINE

(949) 222-7320

21900 Norwalk Blvd.

29B} Michelson Dr.

COSTA MEU

CULVER CITY

(562)421-1166
Inside HomeBase

10814 Jefferson Blvd.
(323) 29O-4S20

aMONTE

HAWTHRONE
5070 Rosecrans Ave.

Inside HomeBase

FQOTWURANCM
26532 Tomte Centre Dr.

Inside HomeBase

LONG BEACH
Manna PacifKa

(949) 752-2390

Shoppir^enier

Inside HomeBase

6382 E. Pacific Coast Hwy.
(562) 493-4750

LA CRESCENTA

HEMET

2611 Foothill Blvd.

LOS ANGELES

(818) 236-2035

Beverly Connection

3607 W. Florida St.
(909) 925-9295

UHABRA

HOLLYWOOO

1401 W. Imperial Hwy.
(562) 694-8630

(949) 830-7070

7059 W. Sunset Blvd.

Inside HomeBase

(323) 993-0645

lA QUINTA

GUMMLE

HUNTINGTON BEACH

78742 Highway 111

Glendale Galleria

16120 Beach Blvd.
(714) 847-8799

(818) 553-0470

(949)362-1200

(310) 263-2949

3544 North Peck Rd.
(626)401-0818

(949) 622-6501
2120 Barranca Rd.

27401 La Paz Rd.

(760) 771-5587

8495 W. 3rd St.
(310) 6580775

MONTCLAIR
Montclair Plaza
(909)399-1131

SANTA ANA
3770

IV.

McFadden

(714) 775-0600

TORRANCE
Del Amo Fashion Center
(310)370 509)

Inside HomeBase

NORWALK

SANTA MOMCA

WESTCOVMA

3530 Wilshire Blvd.

The Plaza at West Covina

11729 Imperial Hwy.

(310) 828-1279

1562) 929-0521
Inside HomeBase

PASADENA
368 S. Lake Ave.
(626) 395-0956

SHERMAN OAKS

1554 Plaza Dr.
(626) 851 9992

14360 Ventura Blvd.

WEST LOS ANGELES

(818) 226-3335

Hillcrest Promenade

SIMI VALLEY

9618 W. Pico Blvd.
(310) 887 6720

2950 Cochran St.

POMONA
90 Rio Rancho Rd.
(909) 868-0413
Inside HomeBase

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
10740 Foothill Blvd.
(909) 948-2427

5280 Arrow Hwy.

(805) 582-6633

WOOOLANDHUS

1357 Los Angeles Ave.

5975 Topanga Canyon Blvd.

(805) 522-1610

(818) 226-3360

Inside HomeBase

THOUSAND OAKS
121 V^tlakeBlvd.
(805)370-1112

(909) 625-0711
Inside HomeBase

Participating AirTouch Retailers
RadioShack.

For additional locations near you, call 1-800-936-PHONE.
'"Service as low as $S a month" requires purchase of a $30 Prepaid Calling

Card and is based on equal monthly local usage (at rate of 50</minute) of the $30 prepaid card over six-montti life of card. © 1999 AirTouch Cellular.

